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State of email transport security1
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End-to-end email encryption

• Very little end-user adoption of E2E encryption in Email

• Works in closed environments, not globally

• E2E Email Encryption is hampered by many factors:

• Open Standards - thousands of service providers, many vendors

• Existing standards are not geared towards naïve users

• Key distribution/lookup problem (also, “managed” end-to-end is not end-to-end)

• Competing standards (S/MIME, OpenPGP)

• And now, potential security issues (Efail)
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Email transport encryption

• STARTTLS Extension allows TLS negotiation for SMTP Sessions

• Most MTAs support STARTTLS 

• Any SMTP Transport Session has the capability to be encrypted

• The growth in transport encryption since 2014 has been significant

• Incoming (= actually activated) has reached outgoing (= supported)

• Both percentages now at around 90%

• Email is less encrypted on Sundays
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Gmail: Outgoing email using TLS
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Gmail: Incoming email using TLS
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Attacks to email transport encryption

• STARTTLS is optional

• Unencrypted is *always* available as a fallback (unless explicitly disabled)

• Thus MITM downgrade attacks to get transmission in cleartext are trivial

• People are unable to disable cleartext due to that 10%, which is not going away

• Most MTAs do not authenticate the receiving server

• Certificate validation is very rare and often does not even work

• Little incentive to do authentication when the only option is to fallback to cleartext

• STARTTLS vulnerable to spoofed MX record attack
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ENCRYPTED TRAFFIC

STARTTLS

EHLO sender.com

250 STARTTLS

Normal STARTTLS negotiation
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250 rcpt.com

CLEARTEXT

EHLO sender.com

STARTTLS MITM downgrade attack
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DNS
resolverMX rcpt.com ?

ENCRYPTED TRAFFIC

STARTTLS

EHLO sender.com

250 STARTTLS

DNS cache poisoning attack against MXs
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Certificate validation is futile

• Majority of mail servers present certificates that cannot be validated correctly

• Trusted means that the certificate is signed by a trusted CA

• Results are unsurprising given the lack of validation in MTAs

• Exim, Sendmail, Qmail and Exchange do not support validating dest domain in cert

• Postfix docs recommend against it
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Status Top Million Domains

SMTP Server—No STARTTLS support 144,464 (18.2%)
SMTP Server—STARTTLS support 648,030 (81.8%)

Table 3: STARTTLS Deployment by Top Million Domains—
Our scan results show that 79% of Alex Top Million domains have
incoming SMTP servers, of which 81.8% support STARTTLS.

Mail
Provider Domains STARTTLS Trusted

Certificate
Certificate
Matches

Gmail 126,419 (15.9%) Yes Yes server
GoDaddy 36,229 (4.6%) Yes Yes server
Yandex 12,326 (1.6%) Yes Yes server
QQ 11,295 (1.4%) Yes Yes server
OVH 8,508 (1.1%) Yes Yes mismatch
Other 597,717 (75.4%) – – –

Table 4: Top Mail Providers for Alexa Top Million Domains—
Five providers are used for mail transport by 25% of the Top Million
domains. All five support STARTTLS for incoming mail.

Matches Domain Matches Server Matches Neither

Trusted 4,602 (0.6%) 270,723 (34.2%) 143,113 (18.1%)
Untrusted 4,345 (0.6%) 21,057 (2.7%) 181,242 (22.9%)

Total 8,947 (1.1%) 291,780 (36.8%) 324,355 (41.0%)

Table 5: Certificates for Top Million Domains—While 52% of
domains’ SMTP servers present trusted certificates, only 34.2% of
trusted certificates match the MX server, and only 0.6% are valid
for the recipient domain.

not been intercepted by an active attacker for 0.6% of domains. This
has likely occurred because, as we discuss in the next two sections,
common SMTP implementations and popular mail providers do
not validate certificates, so server operators have little incentive to
purchase and maintain a certificate.

4.3 Common Software Implementations
In order to understand why such a large number of organizations

have not deployed STARTTLS and why only half of inbound con-
nections to Gmail initiate a STARTTLS connection, we investigated
the five most popular SMTP implementations, which account for
97% of identifiable mail servers for the Top Million domains. We
tested whether each implementation initiated STARTTLS connec-
tions, whether it supported STARTTLS for incoming connections,
and how it validated certificates. We installed the latest version of
each SMTP server on an Ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS system, except for
Microsoft Exchange, which was readily documented online [37].
The results are summarized in Table 6.

By default, Microsoft Exchange, Exim, and Sendmail initiate
STARTTLS connections when delivering messages. Postfix and
qmail—which together account for nearly 35% of all identifiable
mail servers on the public IPv4 address space—send all messages
over cleartext unless explicitly configured to use STARTTLS. All
of the servers we tested fail open and send mail in cleartext if
STARTTLS is not available.

Postfix and Microsoft Exchange Server support inbound START-
TLS connections by default by generating a self-signed certificate
upon installation. This provides immediate protection against pas-
sive attacks without user configuration. The remaining servers do
not accept TLS connections without manual configuration. Postfix

and Exchange—the two servers that have confidentiality protection
enabled by default—account for 22% of servers associated with
Top Million domains.

Postfix was the only server capable of performing both server-
based and domain-based certificate validation, although its documen-
tation specifically recommends against enabling validation when
interacting with the greater Internet [41]. Exim, qmail, Sendmail,
and Microsoft Exchange do not support validating the destination
domain when relaying mail.

4.4 Popular Mail Providers
Since a large fraction of mail is transited through a small number

of popular providers, a single change can have a large impact on
the entire ecosystem, as previously demonstrated in Figure 3. We
measured inbound and outbound STARTTLS support for 19 com-
mon webmail providers and Internet service providers. We created
an account on each provider and then sent mail to a Postfix server
that we configured to support STARTTLS with a self-signed cer-
tificate. To test incoming STARTTLS support, we connected to
the mail servers listed in each domain’s MX record and initiated a
STARTTLS handshake.

We summarize our results in Table 7. Only one provider, Lycos,
did not support inbound STARTTLS. Two providers—facebookmail
and OVH—presented certificates that matched neither their domain
nor the hostname of their MX server. None of the providers pre-
sented a certificate that matched their domain, and thus none could
have provided strong authentication in the presence of an active
attacker who falsified the service’s MX records.

Less than half of the providers negotiated a perfect-forward-secret
cipher suites. When sending mail, three of the providers—Lycos,
GoDaddy, and OVH—did not initiate STARTTLS connections. The
remaining providers initiated STARTTLS connections but did not
validate certificates; in effect, this provides opportunistic encryption
but no authentication.

4.5 Takeaways
Our results show that there has been significant growth in START-

TLS adoption over the past year. However, much of this growth
can be attributed to a handful of large providers. In contrast, as
seen in our scans, smaller organizations continue to lag in deploying
STARTTLS, and as of March 2015 nearly half of inbound weekday
connections remain unencrypted. This may be due, in part, to several
popular implementations failing to initiate STARTTLS connections
by default.

In the cases where encryption is present, messages are protected
opportunistically. Connections fail open to cleartext if any issues
arise during the handshake or if STARTTLS is not supported. None
of the popular providers and implementations we tested use TLS
for authentication, and only one common implementation supports
validating a certificate against the destination domain.

Unfortunately, in the protocol’s current form, mail providers can-
not fail closed in the absence of STARTTLS until there is near
total deployment of the extension, and until organizations deploy
valid certificates, relays will be unable to automatically authenticate
destination servers.

5. THREATS TO CONFIDENTIALITY
As deployed in practice, STARTTLS protects connections against

passive eavesdroppers but does not protect against active man-in-the-
middle attacks. We examine two types of network attacks that this
enables—downgrading STARTTLS sessions to insecure channels
and falsifying MX records to re-route messages—and measure the
prevalence of both methods in the wild.
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Security problems with TLS configurations

• Many installations using old TLS versions and insecure ciphersuites

• Almost half of all incoming encrypted connections to Gmail still use RC4

• Unknown how many are using even older ciphersuites (old defaults etc.)

• Configuration of ciphersuites is important but rarely done properly

• Some large installations have middleboxes (e.g. load balancers) that act as MITM

• May offload STARTTLS to middlebox

• Managed by different team, may have no control over ciphers, certificates etc.
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TLS versions used in transport

57,9%

13,7%

6,8%

21,6%

TLS 1.2

TLS 1.1

TLS 1.0

No TLS
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~10% of those
supporting TLS still
offer authentication
before STARTTLS

Source:
Analysis on top 1000 
domains by web 
traffic, TES Tool, 
May 2017



Algorithms used for TLS encryption
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Figure 3: Historical Gmail STARTTLS Support—Inbound con-
nections that utilize STARTTLS increased from 33% to 60% for
weekdays between January 2014 and April 2015. Weekends consis-
tently have close to 10% more connections that support STARTTLS
than weekdays. Support for outgoing STARTTLS increased from
52% to 80% during this period.

weaknesses [2, 45]. For the remaining connections, 95% utilized
AES-128-GCM and 5% used AES-128 (Table 2). We note that
while this perspective does not show any known-broken ciphers
(e.g., EXPORT suites), these may still occur between other mail
servers. These do not appear in our dataset because Google does not
support these ciphers, and if a client does not support any modern
ciphers the TLS handshake will fail.

Comparison With Prior Estimates We compare Gmail’s per-
spective with prior estimates published by Facebook [23]. During
May 2014, Facebook—which sends mail notifications for friend
requests and new user activity—successfully encrypted 58% of
outbound messages. Of the mail servers contacted, 76% supported
STARTTLS. By August 2014, Facebook successfully encrypted
95% of outbound notifications after several large webmail providers,
notably Microsoft and Yahoo, deployed STARTTLS.

During this same time period, outbound encrypted messages for
Gmail increased from 47% to 74%. Despite the same opportunistic
STARTTLS policy, we find Gmail generally has a lower percentage
of outgoing mail protected by STARTTLS than Facebook. We
believe this stems from Facebook primarily communicating with
personal mail accounts provided by major providers (e.g., Gmail,
Yahoo, and Outlook) as opposed to businesses. We note that our
Gmail measurements may have similar but less pronounced biases
towards large providers, which we investigate further in the next
section.

4.2 Organizational Deployment
Given the skew present in Gmail’s message volume towards major

mail providers, we provide an alternate perspective by analyzing
STARTTLS support for the 792,494 Alexa Top Million domains that
advertise mail servers. In total, 648,030 (81.8%) of mail-enabled
domains supported STARTTLS, as shown in Table 3. Only 5 do-
mains within the Alexa Top 50 did not: wikipedia.org, vk.com,
weibo.com, yahoo.co.jp, and 360.cn. Support for encrypted
mail was bolstered in part by 25% of domains outsourcing their mail
servers to common third-party providers, such as Gmail, GoDaddy,
Yandex, QQ, and OVH, all of which support STARTTLS. We give
more details about these providers and their popularity in Table 4.

TLS
Version

Key
Exchange

Symmetric
Cipher HMAC Inbound

Traffic

TLSv1.2 ECDHE AES-128-GCM SHA-256 51.500%
TLSv1 ECDHE RC4 SHA-1 29.225%
TLSv1 RSA RC4 SHA-1 14.403%
TLSv1.2 ECDHE AES-128 SHA-1 1.586%
TLSv1.2 RSA RC4 SHA-1 1.147%
TLSv1 ECDHE AES-128 SHA-1 0.999%
TLSv1.1 ECDHE RC4 SHA-1 0.723%
TLSv1.2 RSA AES-128-GCM SHA-256 0.203%
SSLv3 RSA RC4 SHA-1 0.060%
TLSv1.2 ECDHE RC4 SHA-1 0.060%
TLSv1 RSA AES-128 SHA-1 0.050%
TLSv1.1 RSA RC4 SHA-1 0.024%
TLSv1.1 ECDHE AES-128 SHA-1 0.011%
TLSv1.1 ECDHE AES-256 SHA-1 0.004%
TLSv1.2 RSA AES-256 SHA-1 0.003%
TLSv1.2 RSA AES-128 SHA-1 0.001%
TLSv1 RSA RC4 MD5 0.001%

Table 2: Cipher Suites for Inbound Gmail Traffic—80% of in-
bound Gmail connections are protected by TLS. Here, we present
the selected cipher suites for April 30, 2015.

Key and Cipher Suites With the exception of two mail servers,
all present certificates with RSA keys: 10.0% of domains use 1024-
bit keys, 86.4% use 2048-bit keys, and 3% use 4096-bit or larger
keys. Only 316 domains present 512-bit RSA certificates (which
provide little to no security in 2015 [26]). We found 25.3% of do-
mains support perfect forward secrecy and completed an ephemeral
Diffie-Hellman key exchange. In addition, 59.2% of domains use
RC4 and 40.8% use AES; only 25 domains select 3DES. In sum-
mary, most domains that deploy STARTTLS also deploy secure
certificates. However, as in the HTTPS ecosystem, domains are
slow in deploying modern, secure cipher suites.

Certificate Validity As part of the STARTTLS handshake, each
mail server presents an X.509 certificate. While RFC 3207 [28] sug-
gests that certificates match the mail domain (e.g., gmail.com), it
also permits certificates that only match the name of the server in the
domain’s MX record (e.g. aspmx.l.google.com). However, cer-
tificates that match the MX server do not provide true authentication
unless the MX records for the domain are cryptographically signed.
Otherwise, an active attacker can return the names of alternate,
attacker-controlled MX servers in the initial MX query. In prac-
tice, DNSSEC has not been widely deployed—recent studies have
found that less than 0.6% of .com and .net domains have deployed
DNSSEC [46]—and so operators cannot rely on this protection.

In our scan, 414,374 Top Million domains (52% of domains
with valid SMTP servers, and 64% of domains that support START-
TLS) present certificates that validate against the Mozilla NSS root
store [38], as detailed in Table 5. However, only 0.6% of domains
present trusted certificates that match their domain name, while
34.2% present trusted certificates that match their MX server.

Surprisingly, 18.1% of domains present trusted certificates that
match neither. These are primarily due to several mail hosting
providers, including psmtp.com and pphosted.com, that incor-
rectly deployed wildcard certificates. In the remaining cases, certifi-
cates were simply for different domains. Another 33,281 domains
present expired certificates, 60 certificates are signed by unknown
CAs, and 55 certificates are invalidly signed by a parent certificate
whose type mismatched the child certificate.

In summary, the certificates used by mail servers are in disarray.
Less than 35% of mail servers with STARTTLS can be authenticated
in any form, and a sender can only confirm that their connection had
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Using DNSSEC and DANE 
to protect email2
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Three solutions to these attacks

Prevents
breaches in encryption
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Good TLS
configuration

DNSSEC DANE

Authenticates
receiving MTA

Prevents
MITM downgrade attacks

Prevents
MX spoofing attacks



DNSSEC deployment status
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Typical signing rates:

• 100% in some new 
gTLDs

• ~50-60% in a few EU 
countries (NO, SE, 
NL, CZ)

• ~1% or less in most
big developed
countries

• Sweden: 49%

(Source: ISOC + DNSSEC 
Deployment Report, 
October 2018)



DNSSEC validation rates
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Global average ~15%

(mostly thanks to 
Google’s public DNS 
service)

Nordics: 75-90%

Central Europe: 20-30%

USA: 23%

Sweden: 74%

(Source: APNIC Labs,
November 2018)



What is DANE?

• DANE (RFC 6698) defines a new record type in 
DNS: the TLSA record

• Can be used to securely authenticate TLS 
certificates for any service and protocol:

• By specifying constraints on acceptable trust 
anchors (CAs) and/or on own certificates

• By allowing self-signed certificates to be 
explicitly permitted and verified

• Uses DNSSEC as a trust anchor

• And also as a data security mechanism

• DANE is used in conjunction with SMTP & TLS 
to fully secure mail delivery

• DANE addresses vulnerabilities discussed 
earlier:

• Authenticates presented certificates using 
DNSSEC signed TLSA record

• Prevents downgrade attacks by making 
encryption mandatory for the domain
(the presence of a TLSA record implies
«encrypt or stop»)
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Anatomy of a TLSA record
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_25._tcp.mail.bertola.eu. IN TLSA 3 1 1 
ECB75A79ED67A59451E8D27286CA1D267D0B47DFCE3211FEE364C11E C8635ADD

The record is associated to the service 
responding on a specific hostname, port and 
transport protocol. More than one record is
possible.

port and 
protocol

hostname certificate usage

Certificate usage:
0 = Trust anchor, PKI valid
1 = Host, PKI valid
2 = Trust anchor, no PKI validation
3 = Host, no PKI validation

selector

matching type

Selector:
0 = Certificate
1 = Public key

key / certificate information Matching type:
0 = Full
1 = SHA-256
2 = SHA-512



DANE

DNS
resolver

MX rcpt.com ?

ENCRYPTED TRAFFIC

STARTTLS

EHLO sender.com

250 STARTTLS

Normal STARTTLS negotiation with DANE
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Receiving
MTA

Certificate for rcpt.com

MX 5 mx.rcpt.com

TLSA _25._tcp.mx.rcpt.com ?
TLSA 3 1 1 AC3BD7C0…

OK



DANE

DNS
resolver

MX rcpt.com ?

STARTTLS

EHLO sender.com

250 STARTTLS

MITM STARTTLS negotiation with DANE
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Sending
MTA

Receiving
MTA

Certificate for attacker.com

MX 5 mx.rcpt.com

TLSA _25._tcp.mx.rcpt.com ?
TLSA 3 1 1 AC3BD7C0…

Attacker’s
MTAFAIL



DANE

DNS
resolver

MX rcpt.com ?

EHLO sender.com

250 rcpt.com

MITM downgrade attack with DANE
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DANE adoption trend
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Number of domains
having TLSA records

• Numbers still tiny
(~50k)

• Other sources say
~300k for email

Growth ~20%/yr

(Source: Verisign Labs,
May 2018)



DNSSEC and DANE adoption in email
TES tool scan on top 1000 global web domains, May 2017

DNSSEC

• Deployed by 14 domains
• 1,8% of domains having email
• 2,3% of domains supporting TLS

DANE

• Deployed by 3 domains
• 0,3% of domains having email
• 0,4% of domains supporting TLS
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The three lonely heroes: comcast.net, web.de and gmx.net



«DANE light»: MTA-STS

• Similar goals to DANE

• Policy published via HTTP

• Requires MTAs to implement an HTTP client

• Trust on first use (less secure)

• Based on WebPKI

• Relies on Certificate Authorities

• No self-signed certs

• Deployment can coexist with DANE (but only if 
you use CA certificates)

• Also work ongoing on a reporting mechanism 
(TLSRPT)

• Works with DANE or STS

MTA-STS is officially only recommended as a 
temporary first step if you cannot or do not yet 
use DANE
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What can you do?3
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What can you do with DNSSEC and DANE?

Now

• Make sure your MTA uses a resolver with 
DNSSEC validation enabled

• Turn on DANE validation on outgoing
email flows

• Bounce email that fails DANE validation
(or at least try)

Tomorrow

• Deploy DNSSEC on all your production 
domains (if you didn’t already)

• Publish TLSA records for your own MTA’s
certificates

• Ensure you know how to roll them over
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In the very long term: turn off cleartext
(e.g. when we will all be using IPv6)



Thank you!

For further information:

https://tesmail.org/


